In this study we propose a new texture feature extraction method based on an estimation of the brightness and structural uniformity of CT images representing the important characteristics for emphysema recognition. 
Introduction
Due to the advantages of Computed Tomography (CT), CT scans are usually used to examine pathological changes of tissues inside the human body. However, a large number of images generated by CT scanners require considerable time and effort for the radiologist to diagnose pathological change of the patient. Therefore, in recent years, a number of computer-aided detection (CAD) systems [1] [2] [3] [4] have been developed to help the radiologists to diagnose diseases. Using CAD systems to detect lung diseases such as emphysema [5] [6] [7] is currently one of the most important fields in the medical image processing.
For the CAD systems, feature extraction is one of the most important steps for detecting pathological change regions in the CT images. In past decades, texture features such as the gray level difference method (GLDM), the gray level run-length method (GLRLM), and the spatial gray level dependent method (SGLDM) [8] , have been widely used to represent the medical image characteristics which are inaccessible to human observers.
However, experimental results showed that the performances of these algorithms depended on their feature extraction directions [6, 7] . To overcome this problem, Peng et al. [6, 7] proposed to employ the local binary pattern (LBP) [9] and rotation invariant local binary pattern [10] to extract rich image features in multiple directions. Recently, a modified version of LBP called Center-Symmetric Local Binary Pattern (CS-LBP) was proposed to describe local image features using a short histogram and a simple computation [11] .
In this paper, a new texture feature extraction method is proposed which describes the local image uniformity of brightness and structure based on the CS-LBP. ․ Second, the gradient orientation based CS-LBP is proposed to further estimate the structural uniformity of the local image feature.
Since the gradient orientation can describe the image local structure, it is a good measure to estimate the local uniformity of the image structure. ․ Finally, a co-occurrence matrix based on both features is constructed for texture feature calculation. Four new texture features, Brightness Variance Emphasis (BVE), Brightness Uniformity Emphasis (BUE), Structure Variance Emphasis (SVE) and Structure Uniformity Emphasis (SUE) are proposed for representing the brightness and structural uniformity of the local image feature. Since these features are extracted in multiple directions, they can overcome the problems of the GLDM, GRLRM and SGLDM methods, whose performances depend on extraction directions. Furthermore, extracting features in multiple directions enables the proposed method to obtain richer information from the image than those methods using only one direction. Based on these new texture features, a CAD system for emphysema detection is presented in this paper. As shown in Fig. 2 , the lung region is first located by contrast enhancement, binarization, morphological processing, and vessel exclusion (these steps are detailed in Section 3). Then, the pure lung region is separated into sub-regions and the proposed method is applied to extract texture features. Finally, the support vector machine is used to recognize the emphysema regions.
Major points of this paper are: ․ New brightness and structural uniformity texture features based on CS-LBP can represent the image's local brightness and structure characteristics. ․ New texture features that are extracted in multiple directions contain richer information than those of GLDM, GLRLM, and SGLMD.
Related works
SGLDM has been widely used in medical image analysis [12] [13] [14] . This method is based on the assumption that the texture-context information in an image is contained in the overall spatial relationship that the gray level goes from one to another [15] . It derives texture features by means of the spatial distribution of pairs of gray levels having certain distance and orientation. This method estimates the second order joint conditional GLRLM [9] is based on computing the number of gray level runs of various lengths. In GLRLM [13] , the gray level run is a set of linearly adjacent pixels in the image that have the same gray values. The length of the run is the number of pixels having the same gray values within the run. The element r' (i ,j | θ) of the gray level run length matrix is defined as follows:
This element specifies the estimated number of times an image contains a run of length j, for gray level i, in the direction of angle θ [16] . Five kinds of texture features are defined based on the gray level run length matrix (short runs emphasis, long runs emphasis, gray level non-uniformity, run length non-uniformity, run percentage) for describing the image characteristics.
The GLDM [8] is based on the absolute differences between pairs of gray levels in an image. Let I(x, y) be the image intensity function. Then for any given displacement δ = (△x, △y), we can calculate the absolute gray level difference between this pair, i.e.,
Let f'(·|δ) be the estimated probability density function associated with the possible values of Dδ, i.e.,
Based on the probability density function, five texture features (contrast, angular second moment, entropy, mean, inverse difference moment) are defined [16] .
The LBP operator, which was first introduced by
Harwood et al. [9] , generates binary codes by establishing relationships of 3-by-3 neighboring pixels with the center pixel value. It generates a binary code 0 if the value of the neighbor pixel is smaller than that of the center pixel. Otherwise, it generates a binary code 1. These binary codes are then multiplied with corresponding weights and the results are then summed up to generate an LBP code. Fig. 3 shows the process generating an LBP code. The original LBP was then extended to derive from a circular symmetric neighbor set of N members on a circular region with radius R [10] . The interpolation method is applied to calculate the gray value of the neighboring pixels which do not fall exactly in the pixel position. It is calculated as follows:
where (xc, yc) is the position of the center point, gc is the pixel value of the center point, while gn is the pixel value of the neighboring pixel, and: Compared with LBP, CS-LBP requires half the number of comparisons for the same number of neighbors by comparing center-symmetric pairs of pixels (Fig. 4) . The CS-LBP code is calculated as follows:
where R is the radius of the circular region, N is the number of neighboring pixels, T is a threshold and n i and n i+(N/2) correspond to the gray values of center symmetric pairs of pixels. Robustness on flat image regions can be obtained by establishing relationships between the gray level differences and a small value T.
Lung region location
To detect the emphysema regions in the CT images, the lung region without vessels must be located. The process of locating the lung region is shown in Fig. 5 . First, the contrast of the original CT image is enhanced by gamma correction [5] . Then, the Otsu method [17] is employed to obtain a binary image, and the morphological processing (Open) is applied to remove the noise and vessels in the binary image. Therefore, the lung region can be located by growing the region in the "opened" image. The lung vessels are then detected by subtracting the lung region from the binary image, and finally the lung region without vessels is obtained.
In the next step, the lung region without vessels is separated into 30-by-30 sub-regions as Liang et al. [5] did (Fig. 6) . The sub-regions that cover more than 70[%] of the lung will be calculated during the texture feature extraction [5] .
Proposed method
Feature extraction is a very important step for emphysema recognition. The emphysema regions in the CT images are found with some essentially local structural and brightness characteristics. As shown in Fig. 7 , the emphysema region is darker than the normal region and its surface is smooth. Therefore, features that are extracted from the image regions are required to present the brightness and structural characteristics of the image well. For this purpose, in this paper, we propose to use the gray level based CS-LBP and gradient orientation difference based CS-LBP to estimate the uniformity of the image brightness and structure. As described in Section 2, the CS-LBP is a good measure for the flatness of an image. We propose to use the CS-LBP to estimate the brightness uniformity of the image. However, the CS-LBP fails to estimate the structural uniformity of the image. To overcome this problem and further estimate the local structures, we propose to calculate the gradient orientation difference between the center-symmetric pairs in order to estimate the similarity of the image structure. As shown in Fig.  9 , the gradient orientation of each point in the image region is first calculated. Then, the gradient orientation differences between the symmetric pairs can be obtained. Finally, another CS-LBP code can be generated based on the gradient orientation differences. The gradient orientation is calculated as follows:
where I(x, y) is the gray value of the pixel in position of (x, y). Therefore, the gradient orientation difference is calculated by:
where N is the number of neighboring pixels around the position (x, y). Finally, another CS-LBP code is generated based on the gradient orientation difference:
where T θ is a threshold for the gradient orientation similarity and R is the radius.
Two CS-LBP codes that can describe the brightness and structural uniformity are obtained for a pixel in the image. As mentioned earlier, the gray value is also an important factor since the emphysema regions are darker than their backgrounds. Based on this, we propose to generate a pair of values for each pixel by combining the gray value and both CS-LBP codes. The pair values are calculated as follows: 0| , ) (1,1| , ) (1, | , ) ( , | , ) ( ,0| , ) ( ,1| , ) ( , | , )
Finally, five texture features are defined to represent the characteristics of the image.
Entropy:
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2. Brightness Variance Emphasis (BVE):
3. Brightness Uniformity Emphasis (BUE):
4. Structure Variance Emphasis (SVE):
5. Structure Uniformity Emphasis
Among these features, entropy provides an indication of the complexity within an image; a complex image has a high entropy value [18] . The BVE and BUE can be measures of the brightness and its uniformity, while SVE and SUE are measures of structural uniformity of an image.
Experimental result

Data collection
Two kinds of emphysema, centrilobular emphysema (CLE) and panlobular emphysema (PLE) were used to test the performance of the proposed method. The following experiments used 339 CLE images and 492 PLE images. These images were captured with 5[mm] slice and a resolution of Journal of KIIEE, Vol.24, No.11, November 2010 1024*1024. All the images were stored in BMP format with 8 bits. Fig. 10 (a) is a normal lung image while (b) and (c) show the visual characteristics of both CLE and PLE.
Centrilobular emphysema (Fig. 10 (b) ) appears as focal areas of a low-attenuation lung within a homogeneous background of normal lung parenchyma. The panlobular emphysema (Fig. 10 (c)) appears as large and extensive areas of uniform low attenuation. The images were then processed as mentioned in Section 3. First the lung regions without vessels were located and the sub-regions were obtained. Texture features were then extracted from the sub-regions covering more than 70[%] of the lung. 1,800 sub-regions were collected for the performance evaluation, including 600 normal sub-regions, 600 CLE sub-regions and 600 PLE sub-regions. For each class, 100 sub-regions were used to train the classifier. The remaining 500 sub-regions were used for performance testing.
Performance evaluation
The proposed method was evaluated by comparing its sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and ROC curves with those of SGLDM, GLRLM and GLDM. 
For a fair comparison, five texture features for each method (SGLDM, GLRLM, GLDM and the proposed method) were used as feature vectors. Table 1 shows the texture features for each method.
Since the SGLDM, GLRLM and GLDM methods are symmetric in directions, we extracted the texture features using four directions: 0, 45, 90, and 135
degrees. The inner distances for SGLDM and GLDM were set at 1 which provided the best result for both methods.
For the proposed method, the best result was achieved by setting the number of neighboring pixels at 8, the radius at 2, the threshold T at 4 for V 1 and the threshold T θ at 30 degrees for V 2 . Since the support vector machine (SVM) has been used as an effective method for pattern recognition and it has demonstrated good performance in CAD systems [19, 20] , it was applied to our system for emphysema recognition. Table 2 compares the results of the proposed method and SGLDM. Since the proposed method extracted features based on the local brightness and structural uniformity in multiple directions, we see the proposed method performs better than the SGLDM with respect to the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for both CLE and PLE. The results show that the performance of SGLMD depends on the feature extraction directions. The SGLMD showed its lowest performance for CLE and PLE in the direction of 45 and 0 degrees, respectively.
Compared to the SGLDM, the proposed method achieved higher sensitivity and accuracy for both CLE and PLE. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of the proposed method and SGLDM, GLRLM, GLDM for the cases of CLE and PLE are shown in Fig. 11 ～16. The ROC curve plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate (1-specificity) of a diagnostic test. The tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity is shown. In theory, the area under the curve is a measure of test accuracy.
As seen on Fig. 11～16 , the y-axis denotes the true positive rate, while the x-axis denotes the false positive rate. It is clear that a good diagnosis result can give a high true positive rate while keeping the false positive rate low.
Therefore, the closer the curve follows the left-hand border and the top border of the ROC space, the more accurate the test is. As seen in Fig. 14, comparing the ROC curve of the proposed method with those of GLRLM for the case of PLE, the proposed method greatly outperformed the GLRLM. Observing from Fig. 11～16 , we find that the ROC curve of the proposed method is closer to the left-top than those of SGLDM, GLRLM and GLDM in all cases. Therefore, the proposed method has better distinguishing ability than those of SGLDM, GLRLM and GLDM.
Conclusion
A new texture feature extraction method based on brightness and structural uniformity estimation is proposed in this paper. By taking advantage of the CS-LBP and gradient orientation differences, the proposed method estimates the image brightness and structural uniformity in multiple directions. Thereby, more rich and distinctive feature information can be extracted by the proposed method. Based on the combination of the gray level, CS-LBP, and gradient orientation differences, the proposed method is able to better distinguish the emphysema regions than the SGLMD, GLRLM and GLDM with respect to the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy.
In future work, the fuzzy based CS-LBP will be used with the proposed feature extraction system so as to improve the performance of the proposed method. This method will be applied to other detections of lesion regions in CT images, such as honeycombing, and bronchiolitis obliterans.
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